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 Good morning.  All right.  Enthusiasm for today.  We’re gonna do a quick review.  

We were looking at our first stage of development, prenatal development.  I want to do 

like we’ve kind of done a couple of times and we’ll do this periodically throughout the 

semester.  Try to see what you can answer without looking at your notes.  We’re not 

gonna hit everything but I want to hit some of the high points. 

 Prenatal development we defined as occurring in three different stages.  Anyone 

recall what the first stage is?  Germinal.  Excellent.  And germinal covers — anyone 

remember the time period?  Excellent.  Conception to the first two weeks.  Can 

someone else tell me just one of the things that’s significant in that stage that’s 

occurring in terms of development?  There’s a couple of things that are important to 

remember.  Anyone recall?  Just what happens during that stage that we had outlined? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Excellent.  Fertilized egg moves through the fallopian tube down to the uterus, attaches 

itself to the wall and then begins to draw nourishment.  Excellent. 

 Now, from the time of conception as it travels and embeds itself, what’s 

happening?  This is probably maybe the most important part of this stage.  Rapid cell 

division.  Excellent. 

 All right.  Second stage.  Anyone remember?  Embryonic stage.  Anyone recall 

what time period?  We know first one goes from conception to 2 weeks.  Well, at the 

end of the first one, you know.  So the end of — after 2 weeks, it’d be 2 to 8 weeks, 

actually.  Excellent.  What’s probably the most important thing to remember about this 

stage?  We talked about two or three things but I think if you only remembered one 

thing, what would it be about this stage? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Excellent.  It’s the period when there’s the greatest possibility for birth defects. 

 Third stage.  Germinal, embryonic — anyone remember the third stage?  Fetal.  
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Excellent.  Fetal represents again would be the last 7 months and probably the most 

important thing to remember in this stage simply is that it’s the time when again rapid 

physical growth is taking place.  And again, whether you answered out loud or not, 

that’s not important.  If you know that information, you know you’re in pretty good shape.  

And if you know those basics, then that part of the test should be relatively easy for you. 

 We left off — we were talking about teratogens and we were talking about 

substances that have potential for having a negative effect on the fetus’s development.  

And so we had talked about the effects of smoking, we had talked about the effects of 

alcohol, and we were getting ready to take a look at the effects of cocaine and heroin or 

some of the illicit drugs.  And we began to get some feedback from you all in terms of 

some of your experiences. 

 Anyone else recall or have any — you know, know of anyone who cared for a 

child that was born to a mother that had used some type of drug during pregnancy?  

Anyone?  I think this probably has to be one of the saddest things to watch and observe 

in terms of the potential negative outcomes of a teratogen.  And again, one of the things 

that she was highlighting — which is very characteristic of anyone that I’ve ever talked 

to, you know — is the irritableness, the reactions to stressful situations, the nonstop 

crying.  But probably — and we’ll summarize all this in a moment in terms of the 

overhead — but probably the most characteristic is the difficulty to comfort.  And I don’t 

know if you had observed at all much, but one of the things that we often find are some 

of the developmental delays in terms of cognitive development and even in terms of 

physical growth to some extent. 

 Anyway, just to kind of summarize for your notes.  Again, often babies are born, 

themselves addicted, and particularly in the case of heroin.  Which means what?  And I 

think there’s nothing sadder than to think about a newborn baby having to do what?  

Literally go through withdrawals.  Exactly.  And we know, at least to some extent, what 
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that mans for an adult to experience that.  Think about what it’s like for a newborn, you 

know, just coming into the world and that’s their early experiences of having to deal with 

withdrawal itself. 

 There clearly is an increased risk of infant mortality and low birth weight 

obviously would be a minor complication.  And not necessarily in terms of initially but 

even there’s still an increased risk of even months later.  Can contribute to neurological 

damage and organ malfunction, particularly in terms of impact to critical organs.  The 

heart, obviously the brain.  One of the things that we find that comes up very frequently 

is there is often considerable risk of developmental delays, as I said.  A couple of the 

places where we see that are kids who are walking much, much later in life and 

difficulty, as you indicated, with speech and language is often very, very much delayed.  

And some have difficulty really fully catching up, particularly in terms of some of the 

language development in some cases. 

 The one that we’ve talked a good bit about — and again, one of the real common 

characteristics — is that babies are more irritable, exhibit frequent crying, and again the 

difficulty to comfort.  So here you have a new baby, a young child, again who has 

needs, indicating through those cries.  And even with those caregivers who are 

attempting in every way possible to provide care, to help respond, and to comfort, in 

many cases the children will literally push that caregiver away.  And even if they don’t 

push or withdraw from that caregiver, still are not comforted by all the efforts. 

 I mentioned the other day that I had a student one semester and the student 

actually worked in a hospital unit that provided care for newborn babies that in many of 

these cases were born from mothers that abused drugs.  And one of the things that he 

talked about that was so difficult was the fact that they could cry literally at times for 

hours on end, you know, and there was nothing you could do.  And I think there’s 

nothing more frustrating and agonizing than to try to comfort — and again, not just in 
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this situation but just in general — a baby that’s crying and you’re wanting to figure out 

what’s wrong and you can’t do it. 

 The other thing he mentioned that I thought was interesting was he said that the 

cry was very different.  It was kind of a shrill cry.  And that made it even more difficult at 

times to — not only to respond to, but just to deal with emotionally when it occurred for 

long, long periods of time. 

 Now, what’s this mean, do you think — let’s look at the scenario, you know, of a 

mother who’d been using drugs and we try as a society to address this issue as much 

as possible, but let’s say that baby goes home with that mother, into that home 

environment, and the mother continues to abuse the drugs.  What do you think is the 

likely outcome or experience of that baby in early weeks of life?  Think it has any impact 

whatsoever?  What do you think it might be?  Yeah? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Yeah, exactly on all of those accounts.  I mean, you know, one of the problems is — 

and again, a high risk of neglect.  And part of the difficulty is here you have a child that 

has special challenges and special needs, you know, and again, all the things that 

we’ve illustrated.  You may have someone who is unable to because of their inability to 

deal with other challenges in life, to be able to provide that comfort and that care.  

Particularly again with a child who is resistant of that to begin with under the best of 

circumstances.  And so it can become very easy to begin to ignore, to neglect. 

 It even potentially can escalate to what?  Well, death or abuse that could then 

ultimately end up in potential — or an increased risk of death to the child, you know.  

And so it creates a very difficult, difficult situation.  And again, you know, we’re talking 

about not only a short-term impact but it clearly tends to have in many cases long-term 

impact as well.  Often experience again developmental delays not only into the 

elementary school years but even into adulthood in terms of as adults, individuals who 
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tend to again have low tolerance for frustration, tend to react to situations differently, 

again still more irritable just in general.  And so their life can be impacted to some 

degree for most of their life.  

 And so again, our goal as we think about prenatal development as we indicated 

last time is, you know, we want this child to have a healthy start.  And so what we really 

want to do is optimize development in every way we can.  And so we practice the do’s 

that we talked about in terms of early consistent prenatal care, in terms of healthy well-

balanced diet, exercise, managing stress, getting adequate rest.  And then clearly, 

every one of what we call the don’ts or the teratogens are things that we can live 

without.  And so if we really want to optimize it at least for that time period, we abstain 

from anything that has the potential risk factor and then we again optimize the possibility 

of again having a healthy baby. 

 All right.  Moving to the next stage — it’s a short stage.  We often talk about the 

newborn, you know, and so there is what we refer to as the neonatal period.  And this 

represents the first four weeks of life.  And then after that we tend to refer to the child, 

you know, as moving into infancy and then we often talk about the early years or in the 

infant/toddler years, and that’s kind of how we’ll address that.  But we want to look at 

kind of characteristics of the newborn.  And again, that will then move into that stage of 

infancy. 

 The first thing that we’ve already mentioned and we don’t need to say a lot about 

at this point, but it’s that the primary characteristic of a newborn is one of dependency.  

They’re unable to meet their needs initially in life.  And again, the quality of their 

development at this stage is gonna be dependent upon the nature and the consistency 

of the kind of care that’s provided that meets those basic needs that we’ve already 

identified and talked about.  Now, as the child moves through the different stages and 

as the child gets older, they will be more and more capable of meeting more and more 
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of their own needs. 

 What does the newborn spend most of their time doing?  Sleeping.  Their favorite 

activity is sleep.  They will not be initially on a regular day/night sleep cycle as we as 

adults hopefully experience life.  One of the challenges parents or whoever the primary 

caregiver is is to help them establish the internal patterns of regulating sleep.  The hope 

is — and which is the case probably for most young children — by about 6 months 

they’ll spend more than half of their time sleeping at night.  For those of you who are 

parents, I don’t know what your experience was.  It was not ours, unfortunately.  You 

know, those who have that experience of where they have a baby who sleeps all the 

way through the night early on?  That’s a blessing.  Literally, in our experience, our child 

didn’t sleep all the way through the night until he was about 3 years of age.  And so 

somebody was up every night for 3 years.  And there’s a lot of factors, you know, that 

contributed to that.  And then I’ve known parents in classes that have talked about — 

“Well, shortly within weeks, you know, my child was sleeping through night,” and I say, 

“Man, that’s a blessing and a half.”  And I don’t know what your experience was but part 

of the challenge of parents is again to help them begin to develop those internal 

patterns and to be able to regulate their sleep to where most of that’s occurring at night.  

More and more as they get older, during that first year, they spent more and more of 

their time in the day in active awakeness.  So again, newborns spend most of their time 

sleeping. 

 A second characteristic that’s really important to understand — not only with the 

newborn, but clearly through infancy — is to understand what crying is about.  And 

crying represents the child’s first communication system.  Now, what is communication 

in its simplest form?  Not talking here necessarily about this newborn, but just 

communication.  In its simplest form, what is it?  It’s an exchange of ideas and feelings.  

And so someone add to that.  Just communication in general.  What’re we doing if we’re 
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communicating with someone else?  We’re trying to accomplish a goal.  Excellent.  

Someone add to that.  And clearly for the newborn that’s part of what crying is about in 

terms of that communication system. 

 If I’m communicating with you, I’m sending you what in some form or another?  A 

message.  When we talk about communication in its very simplest forms, what you’re 

doing is sending and receiving messages.  And any kind of a message, whether it’s a 

verbal message or a written message, that message contains what?  A piece of 

information.  Excellent.  So when we talk about communication in general, we’re simply 

talking about sending and receiving information.  And so what we need to understand 

for a child that cries, and particularly a newborn and an infant, that crying represents 

that child sending a message.  What is that message indicating?  Just in simple terms.  

Not necessarily specifically.  What’s that message indicating?  Newborn cries.  They’re 

not crying in order to intentionally set out to annoy you.  May feel like that sometimes, 

but what is the message they’re sending?  They have a need.  It’s that simple.  When a 

child cries, it means that they have a need. 

 And so the challenge for adult caregivers is to do what?  We obviously hopefully 

receive that need and what is our challenge?  And it’s not always an easy one.  Well, in 

order to accommodate we must figure out what it is.  We’ve got to figure out somehow 

how to interpret that cry, that message, and figure out what’s the information.  What is it 

that this child is conveying to us that they need?  And then hopefully, we can respond 

appropriate to it, but we can’t until we figure it out. 

 Once you become a parent you actually become aware of this.  I think you may 

hear it and some of you may hear it.  If you’ve not been in that role of caring for a 

newborn or an infant, it may be harder to really believe that this is true but there literally 

are qualitative differences in cries.  In other words, there is a very distinct dry for 

different needs.  And actually many parents learn very quickly what the cry is really 
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conveying and there are probably anywhere from 12, 13 different cries.   

 Now, what are some of the -- I mean, some of them are really obvious, but what 

are some of the needs that may be reflected in the cry?  And obviously the goal is to try 

to interpret what this particular cry is.  Some are real obvious.  What are some of them?  

What are some of the needs that would be reflected in cries?  One of the main ones is 

hunger.  Again, I think it’s one that parents figure out pretty quickly.  What else?  

Another one is tired.  Exactly.  What else?  And you’d be amazed at how many different 

ones there really are.  We’ve got hunger, we’ve got tired.  Soiled diaper, needing to be 

changed.  Again, the child only knows what?  When that experience occurs that’s 

uncomfortable.  “And the only way I can let you know I’m uncomfortable is to cry.  It’s 

my only way of communicating to you,” you know. 

 What’s something else that would create different levels of comfort?  You and I 

take it for granted because we will automatically respond to that need ourselves.  Being 

hot or cold.  Exactly.  You know, we get hot or cold and we remove something, we 

change the thermostat, we put something on.  You know, the baby doesn’t have any 

way of doing that on their own.  They can only convey to you that I am now physically 

uncomfortable, and they have no way again of regulating their own internal 

temperatures at that point. 

 A couple of other examples.  And pain is probably, at least from my experience, 

one of the easiest ones to identify.  Now, the problem is that I can identify that the child 

is in pain.  To figure out what’s causing the pain, that becomes a whole other issue.  Yo 

know, is it an earache?  Is it some kind of internal infection?  You know, I know the 

child’s in pain.  Did they pinch a finger or something?  Something’s happened and I 

know it’s pain.  I need to now figure out what’s the source of that pain.  When they start 

to teethe, you know, all different kinds of circumstances that can create that. 

 A couple of others — because there’s some that maybe are not as obvious as 
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the ones that you’ve mentioned.  Any others come to mind?  You mentioned tired.  

There’s another interesting one that occurs more often than you would think with a 

newborn.  When they’re awake.  And one of the things that happens is they will cry 

when they want attention, you know.  Again, it’s fairly obvious and they’ll begin to 

indicate when they’re wanting attention.  But the other thing that may be not as 

surprising is the fact that not only will they cry when they’re tired, but they’ll also cry 

when they have been over-stimulated.  So they’ll cry when they want attention but they’ll 

also let you know when they’ve had too much attention. 

 And what tends to happen?  Again, you have a newborn and what’s everybody 

want to do?  They want to hold the baby and play with the baby and talk to the baby.  

So you’ve got all families and friends and relatives over to the house, you know.  And so 

we’re passing the new baby around and so it gets to about the sixth or seventh person, 

and so Aunt Martha gets the baby.  And as soon as Aunt Martha picks up the baby, the 

baby starts to cry.  And Aunt Martha is all upset because Aunt Martha believes what?  

It’s her fault and this baby doesn’t like me.  It may only be the fact that the baby said, 

“This is enough.  I’ve been held, tossed, poked, smiled at too much.  I don’t need any 

more stimulation.  Put me down and leave me alone.” 

 So again, there are very distinct cries reflecting needs.  There’ll be many who 

disagree with this.  But I think if you look at a lot of the literature and what a lot of 

professionals would say, you’d have absolutely no concern about spoiling a newborn.  

Now, the issue of spoiling may occur at some point in time later in life, but it’s not 

possible.  Because a lot of times people will say, “Well, you don’t pick that baby up, you 

know, and respond every time they cry.  You’re gonna spoil that baby.”  I don’t think it’s 

possible, you know.  The crying is an indication that there’s a need and it’s important 

that we respond to the need.  And with newborns — and I think even during the first 

year of life — spoiling is probably the last concern. 
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 And finally in terms of crying — and ironically enough, people would sometimes 

argue the opposite but the research would suggest that children who are responded to 

promptly actually exhibit less crying in later months.  Because the argument from a lot of 

people is, “You’re gonna spoil the child.  If you pick that child up every time they cry, 

then later on they’re always gonna cry.”  Actually, the research would suggest that that’s 

not the case and in many ways it’s the opposite. 

 Why might it be that a child would cry less frequently later in life if we respond 

promptly and consistently early on?  They feel safe.  And what do they come to believe?  

They know you’re gonna be there.  And as soon as you indicate that there’s a need, you 

basically believe that they’re gonna respond to that and so there’s not that insistent 

need for me necessarily.   And particularly as I get older and I can convey those 

messages in different kinds of ways.  And so they actually exhibit less crying in later 

months. 

 All right.  Looking at — and again, we’re just gonna look really at the very basics 

in terms of the development of senses.  We talked about this as being a part of the 

physical domain.  And again, remember we’re gonna be looking at physical 

development, social development, emotional and cognitive development, in all the 

different stages.  And so particularly early on it’s important to be aware of how 

developed the senses are.  Again, highlight key words and it’ll make test questions, I 

think, so much easier.  Probably the most important thing to remember is that vision is 

the least developed of all the senses. 

 Again, you might want to underline because you’re gonna see some reversals of 

these in later life.  I know if you’re like me, I get nearsighted and farsighted very 

confused.  To me sometimes it seems like it should be the opposite of what it is.  But 

the newborn is actually very nearsighted.  They have difficulty seeing objects that are 

more than a foot away.  And that’s really what’s most important for you to remember, at 
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least in terms of test purposes. 

 There are able to track objects that are close.  They’ll track bright lights.  They 

track and see movement again that’s close by.  They do show preferences for different 

things.  Their probable favorite thing to focus on are drawings or pictures of people over 

anything else.  They also have certain color preferences.  Anyone happen to have an 

idea about what they are?  Probably so or bright colors.  Blue and green tend to be the 

ones that they show some of the strongest preference for.  In terms of non-colors, they 

have a preference for black and white or the contrast to black and white.  They prefer 

things that are distinctive.  They’d rather see patterns than something that’s plain.  

Curved lines versus — you don’t have to write this down or need it for the test — but 

curved lines to straight lines, things that really capture their attention.  So anyway, vision 

is the least developed of the senses. 

 In terms of hearing — and I think most of you are aware of this.  The fetus 

actually can hear prior to birth.  And so at birth the hearing is pretty well developed.  At 

birth they’re able to not only hear fairly well — unless they’re having some difficulty, 

possibly fluid in the ear, and that will be an experience for some children.  But hearing is 

pretty well developed.  It was already developed in the womb.  What’s interesting is they 

are able to distinguish certain sounds and also the direction of certain sounds.  

 Now, for those in the room that are also parents, I don’t know what your 

experience was but we were those parents who talked to the baby before the baby was 

born.  And we actually read.  We read stories before Matthew was born and we spoke.  

It feels a little strange.  You know, I’d kind of lay there with my wife and kind of talk to 

her stomach, you know, and get down there really close.  And it felt a little bit strange, 

you know, but we were very intentional about doing that.  We also — and I know 

there’ve been other parents that will do the same thing, particularly at night, which was 

helpful to my wife’s ability to sleep — we’d play certain music, kind of a calming music.  
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And it’s real interesting that what we found is that with a newborn they actually will 

recognize — and I don’t know if that was your experience at all or not — but will 

recognize music or sounds.  And it will comfort them even in the early stages of life.  Did 

you have any of those -- 

 [Inaudible student response] 

She was talking about, you know, playing a CD and putting headphones on, and then 

actually later on after he was born he’d be comforted by that.  And again, it’s an 

indication of really being able to recognize those sounds and being comforted by those.  

And again, being able to recognize — and I’m speaking stereotypical, but typically 

parents’ voices because those are the ones that are the greatest reference point for.  So 

hearing, well developed. 

 Likewise, smell and taste are well developed at birth and they remain relatively 

constant throughout much of life.  We’ll see that when we get to middle adulthood and 

then in the later years, that we’ll see some shifts, particularly changes in taste buds and 

the ability to taste certain seasonings and foods.  But at birth they’re pretty well 

developed.  And again, like with hearing, the newborn tends to have some preferences 

and can distinguish between both different smells as well as different tastes. 

 Now, there’s some generalizations but I’ve had students that have been the 

exception, you know, to the rule in terms of smells.  Clearly, like all of us, newborns tend 

to prefer pleasant odors over those very distinct and strong odors.  And if you watch a 

newborn where they have been exposed to different fairly strong smells, you will see 

very distinct reactions particularly to those odors that would be considered unpleasant. 

 What would you guess would be most newborns’ preference in terms of taste?  

Bland overall at first and what else?  Which is kind of reflective in what parents will often 

newborns to drink.  Things that are sweet.  And actually the sweetness will actually 

trigger chemical reactions that become comforting, you know, and this is true for us as 
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well.  Which is why some of us tend to be somewhat prone to enjoying what?  Things 

that are sweet in our life.  And that’s why we often refer to them as comfort foods, you 

know, because they actually can create chemical kinds of reactions that make us at 

least momentarily feel good.  Not always have the effect that we want long-term if we 

indulge in too many of that. 

 And again, we don’t have a lot of parents in here, but I’ve had some whose 

children had somewhat maybe unusual preferences in terms of taste.  There may not be 

anyone here because we don’t have that many parents.  But I’ve had some that actually 

preferred things that were not as sweet but more leaning kind of towards the sour taste 

— which would be unusual to prefer lemon juice over grape juice or something that’s 

sweeter.  But I’ve seen that in some rare occasions.  Yes? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

In terms of preferences?  That’s an excellent question.  She was asking whether what 

the mother eats or particularly has eaten during pregnancy — whether that’ll have an 

influence.  I don’t know too much in terms of what the research would say on that, but 

just in talking to parents it’s been interesting to find how children have shown some 

preferences based on some of their choices.  And so clearly would say that there very 

well may be some influences there, particularly if you had some unusual taste during 

the pregnancy period.  So it’s an excellent question. 

 Finally, touch is well developed at birth.  Newborns feel pain.  There’s some 

indication that they may not be quite as sensitive to pain very early on but it develops 

very, very quickly within a matter of weeks.  And we’ll see later on in life how again 

sensitivity to touch changes as we get older as well. 

 So again, hearing is fairly well developed at birth, touch is, smell and taste.  

Vision is the least well developed. 

 All right.  What we want to now begin to do is to kind of focus on what we call the 
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early years, kind of the first three years of life, looking again at the developmental 

domain.  Today what we want to focus on is physical development.  One of the things in 

terms of — I’ve put some numbers on here.  I don’t expect students to memorize or 

remember specific numbers.  I’m not gonna ask you how much a 3-year-old would 

weigh or length, or those kinds of things.  What I’m more interested in and what you 

really want to make a note of is the rate of growth and what happens as we move from 

year to year.  And what I’m putting down here — there are numbers on the transparency 

but it’s just to give you a reference point. 

 The most important thing is that growth is extremely rapid during the first year.  In 

fact, we will not see the rate of growth anything like the first year until in some cases we 

hit adolescence and puberty where we again see a fairly major growth spurt.  So again, 

don’t expect you to remember the numbers, but weight will double somewhere by the 

fourth and fifth month and will triple by the end of the first year.  In terms of length, will 

increase by about 50 percent in the first year on an average. 

 So if we have an average newborn which weighs about 7-1/2 pounds, be about 

20 inches in length, that would be the average.  And obviously, we’re talking averages.  

There’ll be children on each end of that.  You know, what’re we talking about in terms of 

the weight at the end of the first year?   

 [Inaudible student response] 

Not quite that but pretty close.  Let’s just use a simple number.  If we use 7 pounds, 

we’re looking at probably 20, 21, 22 to about 24.  Obviously, if a baby was 8, very well 

could be 24, 25 pounds.  So we’re talking about a range in there, maybe 21 to 15 

pounds.  I think what’s important is again to realize that if — let’s say the child was born 

at 8 pounds and is 25 pounds at the end of the first year.  How many pounds do they 

gain in that one year?  I know I’m asking you to do quick math.  16 to 17 pounds in one 

year.  Like I said, you will not see growth like that possibly again until we hit 
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adolescence and puberty.  And even at that point, whether you would see that rate of 

growth in one year probably would be somewhat unusual.  So again, I’m interested in 

your understanding the rate of growth.  And again, if they averaged about 20 inches, 

they’ll likely be about 30 inches by the end of that first year — again, on average. 

 Weight gain is mostly fat during the first 9 months.  Every time I think of that — 

and again, this dates me, I know — but newborns, again during that first 9 months, what 

do they look like?  If you were gonna use an analogy, how would you describe what a 

newborn tends to look like, particularly during the first 9, 10 months?  Anyone have a 

reference point for that?  Most of you don’t remember the Pillsbury Dough Boy.  The 

only thing that comes close to it, and it’s an over-exaggeration, but there was a number 

of Michelin commercials when they had the big marshmallow walking down the street.  

You know, they look kind of heavy and kind of plump, and most of that will shift and 

change.  And they’re very much cuddly at that particular point and it’s simply from the 

fact that most of that is fat.  And then after 9 months that will begin to shift and change 

to bone and muscle, and their body style and shape will begin to very quickly shift and 

change.  Again, as a general rule, males are slightly heavier.  And again, remember: 

we’re talking generalization.  I typically will have a student who that was not their 

experience.  But males are slightly heavier than females and firstborns usually weigh 

less than later born children. 

 Any thoughts about why firstborns might weigh a little less than second and third 

borns?  And then we’ve seen exceptions to that rule as well.  You had the opposite so it 

doesn’t fit for your experience anyway, you know.  Not sure that there’s a particular 

rhyme or reason, you know, to that.  But again, tends to be the case in many. 

 So during the second year — and again, what we’re interested in is the rate of 

growth slows down.  And again, remember we are talking about, you know, anywhere 

from 14, 15 pounds gained in the first year.  What we find during the second year, 
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weight slows down to 5 or 6 pounds so there’s a fairly significant shift.  And again, we’re 

looking here at averages.  Again, we were looking probably an increase maybe in 10 

inches in terms of length, eventually recorded in terms of height, and here we’re looking 

at during the second year only about 5 inches.  And then by the time we get to the third 

year the child will gain — again, slows down, not significantly compared first to the 

second year, but will slow down to somewhere around 4 to 5 pounds and gain about 3 

to 4 inches. 

 Again, what’s important to do is to understand again that rate.  If you didn’t get a 

chance to finish that, I’ll put it right back.  But just to kind of illustrate and this just kind of 

gives you a graphical illustration of what’s happening.  Here in red we see height, 

weight, and again what we see is a very sharp marked increase during that first year 

and then begins to kind of level out and will continue to level out.  We’ll see when we 

get even into the elementary school years fairly stable kind of — I mean, obviously 

growth is gonna continue every year, but that rate of growth will begin to kind of stabilize 

and kind of level off and be pretty even until we hit puberty with adolescence.  And then 

once again with many kids, when they do hit the growth spurt of puberty, we’ll see a 

sharp increase again. 

 One of the characteristics of growth during against this 3-year period that 

sometimes can be alarming to some parents is that growth seems to occur often — not 

always — in spurts, often after periods of no growth.  And then also what you’ll see as a 

result of that is you’ll see very different eating patterns.  I remember again with Matthew 

what we observed was very much this kind of pattern.  There were periods of time when 

it seemed like Matthew just wasn’t hardly eating anything.  He also was very particular 

in terms of what he ate.  He’s always been that way to a certain extent.  There were 

only certain foods that he would eat.  He didn’t seem to take in a lot of food.  There were 

clearly long periods of time when there was no change in weight or height.  
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 And we did —  I mean, as parents, even though you may have some knowledge 

or some understanding, it still doesn’t at times cause you to all of a sudden begin to 

wonder maybe something’s wrong.  You become a little bit concerned, you know.  And 

there were periods of time when we did kind of wonder why he wasn’t — even though 

we knew that this was not an uncommon pattern, you know, during this particular 

period, we still — and then about the time when our anxiety level would get to a certain 

level, then we would see the switch.  And then he would go through periods of time 

when you couldn’t seem to fill him up.  He just seemed to eat anything and everything, 

and just eat, eat, eat.  And then we would see — it would almost appear -- now that was 

not the reality, but it would almost appear that he gained several pounds overnight and 

jumped up several inches.  Now, obviously that was not the case.  But clearly he did 

experience fairly rapid growth in comparison to periods of time when there was no 

growth, you know. 

 And then, you know, it just reinforced what we know.  During this stage that it’s 

not uncommon again to get these shifts, these patterns, these fluctuations, where later 

in life it tends to become more even, a little bit more stable.  And parents for the most 

part — if they provide the opportunity for healthy, nutritious foods, children will pretty 

much monitor that in the way that’s necessary for their own body.  And the doctors 

continue to reinforce there was nothing to be concerned about or worried about.  So 

again, we’ll often see spurts after periods of no growth. 

 Again, not surprising, part of the child’s body will grow at different rates and the 

relative proportions will change.  Again, you may see a period where there’s an 

extension in legs or the trunk of the body that will appear to — again, that growth spurt.  

And anytime there’s a shift, particularly in terms of the proportions to the child’s body, 

what does that momentarily create for the child?  Particularly when they experience 

some of those growth spurts and their body proportions begin to momentarily shift.  
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What do you think it creates for the child? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Well, they could experience some growing pains, but probably more so than -- 

 [Inaudible student response] 

There you go.  There’s a discomfort and it’s really more one of feeling out of balance.  

There’s an awkwardness to it.  Because I’ve got to reestablish my center of gravity and 

my equilibrium as I readjust to my body in shifting and changing.  And it doesn’t take 

long to do that.  You particularly see that with again toddlers as they’re learning to walk 

and as their body begins to change, and they’ve gotta regain their sense of balance and 

coordination.  And that’ll continue to some extent right up — you know, right on through 

adolescence. 

 We’ve already mentioned this but we want to highlight just a couple of things 

around that.  Again, if you remember when we were talking about motor development, 

we talked about — when we were talking about aspects of physical development.  We 

talked about growth.  We talked about development of organs and senses.  And then 

the other aspect of physical development that we talked about that we’ll cover and look 

at throughout at least the early stages of development is motor development.  And so 

the growing ability which we already defined as the growing ability to use his or her 

body for purposeful, voluntary motion. 

 Now, earlier when we were kind of doing an overview we talked about that the 

newborn — most of their movement is controlled by what?  Anyone remember?  By 

reflexes.  And most of those early reflexes will begin to disappear between 6 months 

and the first year.  And they begin to disappear as they get replaced by the child’s ability 

again to control their own movement, and so that’s what’s happening.  And there’s this 

continual growing ability. 

 Children follow a fairly similar — and we made this kind of reference early, but 
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they follow a similar sequence of motor development.  We know at about 6 weeks the 

child is able to hold their head up erect.  We’ll notice that with most children somewhere 

— and there’ll be a range, you know.  What we call the typical range.  But just kind of 

again looking at some averages, around 2 months we’ll see the child’s ability to elevate 

themselves on their arms, kind of pull themselves up on their arms.  Also at around 2 

months we’ll see the child’s ability to roll from their side to their back.  About 3 months, 

we’ll begin to see the child’s ability to grasp items with their fingers, their hands.  And 

obviously, what we know is that really 3-month-olds are gonna have to grab something 

that will require most of their hands.  And as that develops and their fine motor skills 

improve, they’ll be able to grasp and hold and manipulate smaller and smaller objects. 

 Somewhere around 7 months the child will be able to sit up alone.  At around 7 

months they’ll begin to crawl.  We know somewhere around 11, 12 months to 13, 14 

months the child begins to walk.  And then after they develop the ability to walk, around 

6 months we see the ability to climb steps, and that before long we’re talking about 

skipping, hopping, and eventually running.  But there’s a fairly typical sequence or 

pattern of motor developments that we often will see. 

 In terms of motor development, we know that experience influences each child’s 

timetable.  And we can look at some general averages, typical patterns.  But again, 

when a child begins to exhibit any of those motor behaviors will vary, you know, to a 

certain extent.  And experience is one of those things that will impact that.  Can 

someone think of just an example of a way in which experience will impact an individual 

child’s timetable? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Excellent.  And it’s a good indication that even if there are some delays, that with the 

right experience and stimulation can catch up.  And she was talking about someone 

who had adopted a foster child — or just adopted a child who was in a foster kind of 
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care situation who simply didn’t get the adequate stimulation or probably had the 

opportunity, you know, to experience things that would help develop their motor 

development.  And then with that stimulation again was able to catch up. 

 And a lot of it is just the opportunities that children are provided.  If children are 

put in situations where they’re restricted from being able to move or not given the 

opportunities to manipulate objects, it will have an impact.  I remember I was at one of 

the centers that I was associated with, was visiting one morning and talking with the 

teachers in a 2-year-old classroom.  And so I’d gone into the 2-year-old classroom and 

it was early on when the kids were just first starting to come in.  This was a classroom 

that was a little bit unusual since I think there were 6 kids in this 2-year-old classroom 

and 5 of them were males, you know. 

 So I come in and was visiting with the teacher, and one of the little boys there 

had a basketball, you know, in his hands.  And so he was beginning to bounce or 

dribble the basketball.  And so while I was talking with the teacher, I was playing 

basketball with the little boy.  And again, we’re talking 2 years of age, you know.  But he 

would bounce the ball to me and I would catch it, and I would bounce it to him.  And 

very coordinated, very advanced skills for a 2-year-old, and he could catch it.  And he 

would bounce the ball on the floor and he would try to do something, and it was very 

obvious what?  Somebody had simply either given him the opportunity — it seemed 

obvious to me that somebody probably had been working with this child. 

 Well, another little boy came over and was wanting to play, too.  And so the one 

boy would bounce it to me and I would bounce it to him, and he had his hands out like 

this and the ball hit him in the chest.  And he had trouble eye/hand coordination, 

bouncing the ball as well, and it became really clear watching these two boys that were 

probably within 1 month of each other’s ages.  Probably had simply had different 

experiences, different opportunities.  And the one little boy, maybe ball was just not his 
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thing.  But it was clear that one had been exposed to balls, opportunities to do things 

with balls that the other hasn’t.  And the funniest thing is when — and I don’t know who 

he was observing or watching, whether it was the media or someone, and he was trying 

to dribble it between his legs.  And again, we’re talking a 2-year-old, 2-1/2-year-old 

child.  Again, different experiences is gonna impact the motor development. 

 We know that a serious lack of stimulation can retard development.  We had an 

excellent example of that just a few moments ago.  If children are not given the 

opportunity — and most kids’ motor development will — just simply given natural, you 

know, opportunities to explore and to move and to manipulate objects, they’re gonna 

develop normally, typically.  But if there’s a serious lack of stimulation, it will slow 

development. 

 We also know that extra stimulation can speed up development.  Now, the 

question is whether that’s always necessarily a good thing.  Probably what’s most 

important is that too much stimulation at the wrong time can create frustration and can 

be highly stressful to a young child.  If we’re trying to stimulate or encourage a child to 

do something which they’re not physically, cognitively or emotionally ready, then we can 

actually create unnecessary stress.  And so again, I think we need to let the child kind of 

dictate and direct, you know, the rate of stimulation that they want.  And if we simply 

provide the opportunities, they’ll kind of let us know what they’re ready for, you know, 

when they’re ready. 

 The last point is that all children influence their own development.  Again, there’s 

a lot that adults do in their lives that helps stimulate and encourage development, but 

we need to also understand that children will influence their own development as well.  

Before we leave, can someone think of just one way that a child, in terms of their own 

personality, their own temperament, can influence their development?  Because what it 

may do is influence how others react to them that influences.  Anyone think of a quick 
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example of how a child’s own behavior, personality, temperament? 

 If you have a child — and it may be an aspect of their personality and 

temperament — that’s very active, always on the go, always into everything, how would 

that impact potentially their own development?  And it can happen one of two ways.  

Can you think of how that child’s development is gonna be impacted?  One way would 

be obviously if they’re allowed to explore they may have more opportunities to 

experience different types of stimulation that might promote that motor development.  

But if I’m a parent that’s not really patient or I don’t have time to watch and deal with 

that, what am I likely to do?  Discourage it and I can discourage it by restricting 

movement and opportunities for that exploration, and then that likewise could have an 

effect on the development of that child’s motor skills. 

 All right.  We’ll pick up on another aspect of physical development when we 

return. 


